The Dare Bet 3 Rachel Van Dyken
Getting the books The Dare Bet 3 Rachel Van Dyken now is not type of inspiring
means. You could not abandoned going subsequent to books accretion or library or
borrowing from your associates to right of entry them. This is an unquestionably simple
means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online message The Dare Bet 3 Rachel
Van Dyken can be one of the options to accompany you subsequent to having extra
time.
It will not waste your time. bow to me, the e-book will unconditionally circulate you
supplementary concern to read. Just invest tiny become old to contact this on-line
broadcast The Dare Bet 3 Rachel Van Dyken as well as review them wherever you are
now.

Dare to Take Carly Phillips 2021-10-14 A one night stand. A secret. A mistake they

tried to forget. On leave from the army, Tyler Dare was just looking for a little fun, but
his sister's best friend is off limits. But unable to deny how sexy and alluring she is, he
finds it all too easy to succumb to a night of passion and heat that ends the next
morning in the worst way possible. There are just some guys you don't touch-even
someone as innocent and inexperienced as Ella Shaw knows that. But when her best
friend's brother is up for grabs and willing, she can't resist. After all, she's wanted him
for years... Now, Ella is stranded on a tropical island with a hurricane bearing down,
and only Tyler can save her. It's his chance to make amends for the past and show the
woman he's never forgotten that he's coming after her...in more ways than one.
The Consequence of Loving Colton Rachel Van Dyken 2015-04-21 It's all fun and
games...until someone's heart is broken. They're not kids anymore, but Milo Caro is
certain that Colton Mathews will only see her as his best friend's little sister for the rest
of their lives. After all, he made that clear the night before she left for college. But four
years later, her brother is getting married and Colt's the best man--and guess who is
the best man's last-minute date? Milo vows to use the wedding to either claim the
smoldering firefighter's heart or douse this torch for good. When Max--her best friend
from college, who may be carrying a torch of his own--crashes the party, they devise a
plan to make Colt see what he's missing. But after Colt catches on, he decides to cook
up his own revenge. Now it's personal. Colt and Milo are at war, and between Max's
questionable acting methods, an unfortunate trip to jail, and a maniacal fiancée, what

could possibly go right?
Throb Vi Keeland 2015-01-25 From New York Times & USA Today Bestseller, Vi
Keeland, comes a steamy new romance novel. The rules: No dating. No sex outside of
the game. No disclosing the terms of the contract. Rules were made to be broken,
right? Eight weeks ago I signed a contract. One that seemed like a good idea at the
time. A handsome bachelor, luxury accommodations, and a chance to win a prize my
family desperately needed. There were some rules though. Lots of them actually.
Follow the script, no dating, sex, or disclosing the terms of the deal. After my selfimposed moratorium on men the last year, it wouldn’t be hard to live up to my end of
the bargain...so I thought. Until I realized the deal I’d made was with the devil...and I
was in love with his dirty-talking brother. Author's note – Throb is a full-length
standalone novel. Due to strong language and sexual content, this book is not intended
for readers under the age of 18.
The Playboy Bachelor Cru Jones 2017 The debut novel from rising literary star Cru
Jones.
Co-Ed Rachel Van Dyken 2018-04-24 A new steamy standalone college romance from
#1 New York Times bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken!
Falling For The Villain Rachel Van Dyken 2021-06-21 From Wall Street Journal & USA
Today Bestselling Author M. Robinson & #1 NYT Bestselling Author Rachel Van Dyken
comes a full length, standalone dark romance novel. "Play for me, Juliet..." Those four

words whispered in my ear again and again until I craved what I used to fear. Such a
simple demand from my captor-the man who stole me and refused to tell me why he
wouldn't let me go. I was his. He made me need him, just as much as he needed me. I
broke all the rules of the golden prison he put me in. During the day he ruled his dark,
seedy world. His subjects and me. During the night-he bowed before my feet. Have you
ever wondered what happened to the villains in all the fairy tales you read? You'll soon
find out. It all started when he kidnapped me and made me his pet. And it all ended with
me... Calling him master. *This story is not for the faint of heart and may be
uncomfortable for some readers. But, then again, stepping outside of your comfort zone
may be exactly the thing you need... Care to play with us, readers?
The Dare Rachel Van Dyken 2014-07-15 Boring Beth Lynn has always lived up to her
nickname... until she wakes up in a hotel bed next to a sexy as sin state senator she reconnected with at a wedding the previous night.The biggest problem? She can't seem
to remember anything about the night before except for crying into a box of cookies,
and she's pretty sure Grandma Nadine slipped something in her drink. And what should
have been a one night stand turns into a six day adventure when Grandma whisks
them off to Hawaii to save them from the ensuing media firestorm.Jace isn't looking for
commitment - he believes he made that clear when he left the wedding with Beth. Then
again, he can't remember much of anything other than the way her skin felt beneath his
hands. Now he's stuck with her at some lame couple's retreat and trying his hardest to

fight the attraction only a woman like Beth could invoke.He doesn't think it can get any
worse.But one spider attack... A donkey ride from hell... And an unfortunate episode
with Viagra tea - and there's one thing Jace knows for sure: He should never have
agreed to Grandma Nadine's suggestion in the first place.Because if this isn't paradise,
and it isn't a vacation - that only leaves one option.Survival.But to make it through
alive... they might lose their hearts in the process.
The Setup Rachel Van Dyken 2019-12-26 The first day she was sitting by herself - I felt
sorry for her. After all, it couldn't be easy wrangling all the testosterone at Wingmen Inc
as one of the only female office managers. The second day she literally counted her
carrots during break - she had seven by the way, right along with seven sips of her
drink in between taking seven tiny little bites of the first carrot. Now I'm not one to brag,
or maybe I am, but math and science fascinate me, so do problems. And this woman
screamed puzzle from the way she ducked her head every time anyone looked at her,
to the way she counted food and tapped the table when she didn't think anyone was
watching. I'd like to think I took pity on her that day when, in fact, she was the one that
took pity on me and asked if I needed a friend. She assumed I had a learning disability
since I'd been staring so damn hard. Things would have ended there, except, my
bosses need someone to test the new Wingmen App and since I was the only single
guy on the floor - I was nominated, right along with the only single woman, the same
one who thinks I need to use my fingers to count. Apparently rumors of my sexcapades

throughout college reached even her ears, because she wants nothing to do with me,
which makes beta testing a bitch. I have thirty days to win her over and prove myself to
my bosses. One thing's for certain, I'm going to have to buy a hell of a lot of carrots.
The Matchmaker's Playbook Rachel Van Dyken 2016-04-05 Wingman rule number
one: don't fall for a client. After a career-ending accident, former NFL recruit Ian Hunter
is back on campus--and he's ready to get his new game on. As one of the masterminds
behind Wingmen, Inc., a successful and secretive word-of-mouth dating service, he's
putting his extensive skills with women to work for the lovelorn. But when Blake Olson
requests the services of Wingmen, Inc., Ian may have landed his most hopeless client
yet. From her frumpy athletic gear to her unfortunate choice of footwear, Blake is going
to need a miracle if she wants to land her crush. At least with a professional
matchmaker by her side she has a fighting chance. Ian knows that his advice and a
makeover can turn Blake into another successful match. But as Blake begins the
transformation from hot mess to smokin' hot, Ian realizes he's in danger of breaking his
cardinal rule....
The Consequence of Revenge Rachel Van Dyken 2015-06-09 After losing his best
friend to another guy, the notoriously too-confident Max Emory suddenly feels lost. He
may have devastatingly good looks, an abundance of charm, and a claim to one of the
biggest hotel empires around, but he has no ambition anymore. So when his fed-up
friends decide they've had enough of his moping, they sign him up to be the next

bachelor on the reality series Love Island. And between his pride and his forged
signature on an ironclad contract, Max just can't say no. Now he's stranded in paradise
with twenty-four women, one terrifying goat, and Becca, the breathtaking barista who
already turned him down back home. The closer Max gets to Becca, the more
determined he becomes to win her over. As she gets to know him better, things start
heating up. But is Becca really after Max's heart--or is she after the cash prize she
could claim once the cameras stop rolling?
The Bet Rachel Van Dyken 2013-06-25 Indulge in this "laugh-out-loud" (Jill Shalvis) #1
New York Times bestseller about two childhood enemies who--decades later--discover
that there is a fine line between love and hate. "I have a proposition for you." Kacey
should have run the minute those words left Seattle millionaire Jake Titus's mouth. It's
been years since Kacey's seen her childhood friend Jake, but the minute Jake
mentions his ill grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for the sweet old woman.
And if that means pretending they're engaged for her sake--so be it. But Kacey wasn't
counting on Jake's older brother Travis still being there. She calls him "Satan" for a
reason: she's never forgotten the way he teased and taunted her. Yet when they meet
again, Travis's gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her heart . . . and Kacey's more
confused than ever. As the days pass, only one thing starts to become alarmingly
clear--she never should have accepted Jake's deal.
Dare to Surrender Carly Phillips 2014-07-25 A woman who needs to run her own life. A

man who needs to exert control. Can she surrender to his demands without losing her
sense of self once more? After ending a relationship to a cheating, domineering man,
Isabelle Masters takes off in her leased Mercedes, only to be arrested for grand theft
and hauled to a local police station. To her surprise, she is rescued by the most unlikely
person, Gabriel Dare, a man she’s been attracted to for far too long. Although Gabe
yearns to possess Isabelle, he knows all too well he must fight his primitive need to
bind her to him, and instead help bring out the independent woman she yearns to
become — or risk losing her for good.
The Bachelor Contract Rachel Van Dyken 2017-11-28 A second-chance romance from
the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Bet, Matchmaker and Elite series!
She's everywhere. Ex-wife. Love of his life. The last person in the world he wanted to
see...ever. And now that he's working beside her every day, he can't escape her. Her
scent, glimpses of her smile, even the tension in the air that makes his body hum with
the kind of need he'd only experienced with one person-all of it is driving him over the
edge. Brant Wellington was certain of three things: Alcohol wasn't going to solve this.
He really was losing his F-ing mind. And his gorgeous ex-wife was going to be the
death of him.
Fraternize Rachel Van Dyken 2017-09-12 New York Times bestselling author Rachel
Van Dyken kicks off a brand-new series in which romance is a game and love is a
touchdown. Emerson just made her dream come true as a professional cheerleader for

her favorite pro football team. But even though the plus-size athlete is breaking down
boundaries, she still has to contend with the massive rulebook. Carbs? Nope.
Chocolate? Definitely not. Still, Emerson loves her curves, and she’ll rock the hell out of
this job even if it kills her. Except for one mandate that is easier read than done… No
fraternizing with the players. Problem one is Miller Quinton: Emerson’s first love, first
sex, and the guy who still ignites her daydreams and R-rated fantasies. Thrown back
together, Miller and Emerson feel the undeniable pull of passion again, even if the
conflict that tore them apart seems insurmountable. Then there’s way-too-sexy Grant
Sanchez. He has a serious reputation with the ladies, and when it comes to winning
someone he wants, he doesn’t let anyone stand in his way. Now Emerson is breaking
every rule in the manual. But what she doesn’t know is that she’s part of a wicked little
game—one that could steal both her dream and her heart.
All Stars Fall: A Seaside Pictures/Big Sky Novella Rachel Van Dyken 2019-03-12 From
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken… She left. Two
words I can't really get out of my head. She left us. Three more words that make it that
much worse. Three being another word I can't seem to wrap my mind around. Three
kids under the age of six, and she left because she missed it. Because her dream had
never been to have a family, no her dream had been to marry a rockstar and live the
high life. Moving my recording studio to Seaside Oregon seems like the best idea in the
world right now especially since Seaside Oregon has turned into the place for

celebrities to stay and raise families in between touring and producing. It would be
lucrative to make the move, but I'm doing it for my kids because they need normal, they
deserve normal. And me? Well, I just need a break and help, that too. I need a sitter
and fast. Someone who won't flip me off when I ask them to sign an Iron Clad NDA,
someone who won't sell our pictures to the press, and most of all? Someone who looks
absolutely nothing like my ex-wife. He's tall. That was my first instinct when I saw the
notorious Trevor Wood, drummer for the rock band Adrenaline, in the local coffee shop.
He ordered a tall black coffee which made me smirk, and five minutes later I somehow
agreed to interview for a nanny position. I couldn't help it; the smaller one had gum
stuck in her hair while the eldest was standing on his feet and asking where babies
came from. He looked so pathetic, so damn sexy and pathetic that rather than be starstruck, I took pity. I knew though; I knew the minute I signed that NDA, the minute our
fingers brushed and my body became insanely aware of how close he was—I was in
dangerous territory, I just didn't know how dangerous until it was too late. Until I fell for
the star and realized that no matter how high they are in the sky—they're still human
and fall just as hard. The Kristen Proby Crossover Collection features a new novel by
Kristen Proby and six books by some of her favorite writers: Kristen Proby – Soaring
with Fallon Sawyer Bennett – Wicked Force KL Grayson – Crazy Imperfect Love Laura
Kaye – Worth Fighting For Monica Murphy – Nothing Without You Rachel Van Dyken –

All Stars Fall Samantha Young – Hold On
Going Down Hard Carly Phillips 2017-02-21 Billionaire Bad Boys: Rich, Powerful and
sexy as hell. Derek West rose from poverty to take the tech world by storm. He's sexy,
confident and gets any woman he wants. And who he wants is Cassie Storms, the rich
girl he’s never been good enough for. She’s desperate to save her family company and
there’s only one man who can help. But Derek isn’t interested in helping. He wants to
possess both the company and the woman he’s never been able to forget. His plan? To
seduce her out of his head. Except once he’s had a taste of Cassie, he doesn’t want to
let her go. Her family remembers where he came from, and they won’t allow it. When
the truth about their pasts comes to light, though, it may be Cassie who’s going down
hard. *All Billionaire Bad Boys Novels stand alone.
The Bachelor Auction Rachel Van Dyken 2016-10-04 Cinderella never had to deal with
this crap. Jane isn't entirely sure that Cinderella got such a raw deal. Sure, she had a
rough start, but didn't she eventually land a prince and a happily-ever-after? Meanwhile,
Jane is busy waiting on her demanding, entitled sisters, running her cleaning business,
and . . . yep, not a prince in sight. Until a party and a broken shoe incident leave Jane
wondering if princes---or at least, a certain deliciously hunky billionaire --maybe do
exist. Except Brock Wellington isn't anyone's dream guy. Hell, a prince would never
agree to be auctioned off in marriage to the highest bidder. Or act like an arrogant jerk--even if it was just a favßade. Now, as Brock is waiting for the auction chopping block,

he figures it's karmic retribution that he's tempted by a sexy, sassy woman he can't
have. But while they can't have a fairy-tale ending, maybe they can indulge in a little bit
of fantasy . . .
Dare to Love Carly Phillips 2013-11-18 She arouses his dominant and protective
instincts And he will do anything to possess her … And does. When billionaire Ian Dare
gets one glimpse of the sensual and irresistible Riley Taylor, he knows that he must
have her. But any future he might have with Riley means he’ll have to confront his
past—a past he’d rather forget. And that’s something this NFL team owner won’t dare
to do—not even for love.
Summer Nights Rachel Van Dyken 2019-08-04 The final installment in Marlo and Ray's
story of revenge, love, and the thin line between hate and passion.They'll fight until the
bitter end.After all what is love without a whole lotta hate? Life has a way of altering a
person when you're forced to face the end of it, and now Marlo and Ray refuse to let
the hate win especially since everyone is counting on them. They're ready for the final
curtain call.And this one, may be the most important one of their lives as tragedies turn
into happily ever afters, and dark secrets are revealed.Break a leg... right?
The Matchmaker's Replacement Rachel Van Dyken 2016-08-09 Wingman rule number
two: never reveal how much you want them. Lex hates Gabi. Gabi hates Lex. But, hey,
at least the hate is mutual, right? All Lex has to do is survive the next few weeks
training Gabi in all the ways of Wingmen Inc. and then he can be done with her. But

now that they have to work together, the sexual tension and fighting is off the charts.
He isn't sure if he wants to strangle her or throw her against the nearest sturdy table
and have his way with her. But Gabi has a secret, something she's keeping from not
just her best friend but her nemesis too. Lines are blurred as Lex becomes less the
villain she's always painted him to be...and starts turning into something more. Gabi
has always hated the way she's been just a little bit attracted to him--no computerscience major should have that nice of a body or look that good in glasses--but "Lex
Luthor" is an evil womanizer. He's dangerous. Gabi should stay far, far away. Then
again, she's always wanted a little danger.
Dare to Love Jaci Burton 2009-05-01 Lucy Fairchild's father has found her the perfect
man. Actually it's more like a merger, and Lucy wants no part of it. She'll choose her
own husband-someday. Construction company owner Jake Dalton has spent his entire
life trying to prove that he's not a failure. He insists the whistling men on his crew were
only complimenting her, but she won't listen. Their argument escalates into a dare for a
date-and the game is on. But the heart isn't above playing dirty. In their quest to prove
something, genuine feelings emerge. And suddenly all the rules have changed.
Pull Rachel Van Dyken 2014
Toxic Rachel Van Dyken 2020-12-06
Kickin' It Rachel Van Dyken 2019-06 Love breaks the offside rule in New York Times
bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken's irresistibly sexy Red Card romance. Successful,

high-profile sports agent Matt Kingston thinks he can handle anything. Then soccer
player Parker Speedman shows up at his door. She is young and gorgeous, has natural
talent, and is looking for a team. She's also a hothead with a punchy past who floored
her last coach on live TV. Despite his misgivings, Matt agrees to be both her agent and
her coach. Professional common sense says she's off-limits. But what can he say about
the raw attraction between them? Parker plays soccer with her heart and soul. But after
the events of the last year, she's shaken. She's already seen what a powerful man can
do to a female athlete's career. And her beloved dream is in the hands of a sexy,
gorgeous man with the uncanny ability to slip past her defenses...and into her heart.
Now Matt and Parker are about to learn that when it comes to love, the only way to win
is by breaking every rule they know. And by playing nice. Real nice.
The Royally Series Collection Emma Chase 2018-04-26 Prepare to be swept off your
feet by The Royally Series Collection– three sexy, swoony, modern royal romances that
will capture your heart, and satisfy your desire for a breathtaking happily ever after.
Royally Screwed– By order of the Queen, Crown Prince Nicholas Pembrook has five
months to choose a suitable bride. Then one snowy night, in New York City, he meets
spirited and beautiful waitress, Olivia Hammond. Their whirlwind romance makes
Nicholas question everything—who he is and who he wants to be—a King…or the man
who gets to love Olivia forever. Royally Matched– Responsibility has never been Prince
Henry Pembrook’s strong suit. So when an unexpected heap of it is dropped in his

regal lap, he reacts accordingly—by secretly signing up for a reality TV dating show.
Henry plans on partying his worries away. What he doesn’t plan on…is Lady Sarah Von
Titebottum…the quiet, stunning, shy, librarian hiding behind a book. As Henry and
Sarah grow closer, old words take on new meanings for the irresponsible royal. Words
like Duty, Honor and most of all—Love. Royally Endowed– For years, broody royal
bodyguard Logan St. James has watched over—and wanted—perfect, perky, beautiful
Ellie Hammond, the younger sister of Princess Olivia. But he’s bound by loyalty to the
crown and, of course, the golden bodyguard rule: Never lose focus, never let them out
of your sight, and never, ever fall in love. But Logan and Ellie are about to learn that
when it comes to passion and pleasure, rules were definitely made to be broken.
Royally Raised— This sweetest of short stories focuses on Henry and Sarah, 20 years
after the conclusion of Royally Matched.
The New York Dares: The Entire NY Dare Series Set Carly Phillips 2017-11-02 The
New York Dares (Dare to Surrender, Dare to Submit, Dare to Seduce)
Dare to Desire Carly Phillips 2014-04-10 He knows how to score …on the field and in
the bedroom. But Alex Dare isn’t prepared for the injury that sidelines him into early
retirement. Still, if it means working closely with the one woman who ever meant more
to him than a one night stand, he’s all on board. But there is no amount of wealth or
charm that could persuade social worker, Madison Evans, back into Alex's bed. Good
thing Alex loves a challenge. But soon seducing Madison becomes more than just a

goal, it just might define his future.
Need You Now Carly Phillips 2018-07-10 She’s free from the confines of her father’s
control. He’s the man hired to keep her out of trouble. For Braden Clark, getting paid to
watch over a city girl on vacation seems too good to be true. She's hot as hell and
determined to test her newfound boundaries, something he finds both sexy and
arousing. Juliette Collins is eager to play and discover everything else she’s missed in
her sheltered life—including the hot, muscular guy that seems to be everywhere she
looks. But what happens when she discovers his secret? That he’s been paid to watch
over her all along? * This book was formerly called Freed. No changes from original.
Mafia King: A Mafia Royals Novella Rachel Van Dyken 2021-07-26 From New York
Times and USA Today bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken comes a new story in her
Mafia Royals series… One of the first rules they give you when you're
undercover—never fall for the enemy. I didn't just fall for the enemy. I became what I
was supposed to hate. What's worse: I fell in love with one. I live a double life, and both
sides know it's only a matter of time before I'm forced to choose. Rebirth through mafia
blood. Or death at the hands of the very government I swore to protect. I have one
more job before my time's up. I just wish it was anything but babysitting a mafia
princess who's half my size but knows how to pack such a brutal punch I worry about
my ability to have children. Tin's small but terrifying. And I'm her new bodyguard while
we all go on a much-needed vacation. I just have to stick to the plan. And remember

rule number one. And stop kissing her. **Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it’s an introduction to an author’s world. And for
fans, it’s a bonus book in the author’s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much
as we do.** Reviews for Mafia King: “I knew when I read the blurb I couldn't wait to read
it and it did not disappoint in the least. This was so good! I'd definitely recommend it.” Give Me All the Books “Love me some Mafia Royal. Rachel Van Dyken has done it
again! 5 star and a must read!” - Reads to Breathe “This is a well written flawless fast
paced story, which is filled with angst, secrets, loyalty, engaging and relatable
characters, and love, which all leads to a steamy and enjoyable all-consuming read.” Wendy’s Book Blog “For a novella there was a lot packed into these pages. I never tire
of these five families!” - Mom’s Guilty Pleasure “This novella is filled with love,
friendships, angst, twists, secrets and humour and I am certain that like me, you’ll not
want to put this story down once you’ve started reading it.” - Literary Lust
Take Me Again Carly Phillips 2019-01-22 All alpha all the time, Sebastian Knight’s
confidence never wavers. At least not until Ashley Easton walks back into his life,
wanting nothing to do with the playboy who broke her heart. Sebastian Knight is a
closer. Be it a business deal or the woman of his choice, everything he wants is his for
the taking. Sexy and irresistible, a wink, a smile, or a handshake always seals the deal.
Until Ashley returns at the worst possible time, and everything unravels around him.
The Ashley who returns is sassy and sexy--everything Sebastian craves and he wants

a second chance. Despite her reluctance, his sex appeal makes it harder and harder to
keep him at arm’s length. Sebastian might have a talent for sealing the deal, but Ashley
is no longer easily charmed. This time he’s going to have to work to win. A Standalone
Romance
Double Time Olivia Cunning 2012-11-06 New York Times and USA Today Bestseller!
"Rock Hard hooks you with heat and reels you in with heart."—Cheryl Brooks,
bestselling author of Virgin (The Cat Star Chronicles) He Craves Her Music and
Passion On the rebound from the tumult of his bisexual lifestyle, notoriously sexy rock
guitarist Trey Mills falls for sizzling new female guitar sensation Reagan Elliot and is
swept into the hot, heady romance he never dreamed possible. She Can't Get Enough
of His Body Ecstatic to be on tour learning the ropes with Trey's band, The Sinners,
Reagan finds she craves Trey as much as she craves being in the spotlight. They Both
Need More... When Reagan's ex, Ethan Connor, enters the scene, Trey's secret
desires come back to haunt him, and pleasure and passion are taken to a whole new
level of dangerous desire. Praise for Rock Hard: "Scorching love scenes...readers will
love the characters."—RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "The sex is incredible and the love is
even better. Each rocker has a piece of my heart."—Night Owl Reviews, 5 Stars,
Reviewer Top Pick
The Dark Ones Rachel Van Dyken 2015-08-16 To touch a Dark One is death. To talk to
an immortal is suicide. Yet, I've been marked by both. A Vampire. And the King of the

immortals. My life is no longer my own. And now I know the truth, my life was never
mine to begin with. It was theirs. It's always been theirs.
Risky Play Rachel Van Dyken 2019-03-12 Even one-night stands deserve a second
chance in New York Times bestselling author Rachel Van Dyken's novel of sporting
desire. What else can a virgin do when she's ditched at the altar? Seattle heiress
Mackenzie Dupont is treating herself to a single-girl honeymoon in Mexico and a desire
to relinquish her innocence to a gorgeous one-night stand. Fake names. True pleasure.
But when she wakes up alone, Mackenzie realizes just how much anger is left in her
broken heart. Suffering a tragic personal loss, pro soccer player Slade Rodriguez has
his reasons for vanishing without a goodbye. Right or wrong, he's blaming the beautiful
and infuriating stranger he never wants to see again. They're both in for a shock when
Mackenzie shows up as his new personal assistant. And they both have a lot to learn
about each other. Because they share more than they could possibly know, including a
common enemy who's playing his own games. And he's not afraid to get dirty. Now
there's only one way Mackenzie and Slade can win: to trust in each other and to stop
hiding from the lies they've told, the secrets they've kept, the mistakes they've made,
and the attraction that still burns between them.
Envy Rachel Van Dyken 2018-07-14 From New York Times and USA Today bestselling
author Rachel Van Dyken comes a new story in her Eagle Elite series¿ Every family
has rules, the mafia just has more....Do not speak to the bosses unless spoken to. Do

not make eye contact unless you want to die. And above all else, do not fall in love.
Renee Cassani's future is set.Her betrothal is set. Her life, after nannying for the five
families for the summer, is setSomebody should have told Vic Colezan that. He's a man
who doesn't take no for an answer. And he only wants one thing. Her. Somebody
should have told Renee that her bodyguard needed as much discipline as the kids she
was nannying. Good thing Vic has a firm hand.**Every 1001 Dark Nights novella is a
standalone story. For new readers, it¿s an introduction to an author¿s world. And for
fans, it¿s a bonus book in the author¿s series. We hope you'll enjoy each one as much
as we do.**
A Kiss for You Rachel Van Dyken It’s more than a kiss. More than a touch. More than a
book. ? A Kiss for You is a collection of four romances, you’ll be glad you devoured.
Over 800 pages and 3 standalone novels and a best selling duet that readers can’t stop
talking about.? ? The four best-selling novels included are:? ? The Dark Ones by
Rachel Van Dyken Bad Penny by Staci Hart King Duet by T.M. Frazier The Wright
Brother by K.A Linde Top Shelf Romance represents the best of the best in romance.
There are no cliffhangers. These are simply must-read novels for readers looking for
the best in happily ever afters.
Dare to Touch Carly Phillips 2015-01-12 He doesn’t do anything half way… In bed or
out. And when Dylan Rhodes, Travel Director for the Miami Thunder football team,
decides to pursue Olivia Dare, he goes all in. When the Pro-Bowl takes them to the

desert oasis of Arizona, Dylan is determined to make sure their time together isn’t all
business. What happens while at the luxury resort is life altering but when Olivia admits
her deepest secret, will Dylan be able to prove he’s a man with staying power? Or will
Olivia be disappointed again, this time by the most important man in her life?
Capture Rachel Van Dyken 2015-08-22 Losing your ability to speak at the age of
seventeen; it's not normal or fair.But trauma, has a way of throwing normality out the
window.Dani lives anything but a normal life.Her sister is married to one of the biggest
names in Hollywood.Her best friends are rockstar duo AD2.And she has more love
around her than most people experience in a lifetime.But that doesn't change the fact
their parents are dead.Or that it's her fault.It seems her new normal is being a mute,
living on the inside, unable to actually communicate on the outside.That is until
Hollywood's newest heartthrob Lincoln Greene hires her as his assistant for the
summer.He's gorgeous, completely unavailable, and unobtainable.But that doesn't stop
her from wondering...if things were different...would he want her?If she was whole,
would he be the other half?
Mafia Casanova Rachel Van Dyken 2020-11-16 From Wall Street Journal & USA
Bestselling Author M. Robinson NYT Bestselling Author Rachel Van Dyken comes a full
length, standalone romantic suspense novel Romeo, Romeo, wherefore art thou,
Romeo?Can you get anymore cliche? I'd heard that damn phrase my entire life.Most of
the time, it was when a woman was mid-orgasm-or, when I was about to take

someone's life.You see, we all have our demons.Apparently, my name was mine.
Though it didn't help me get my answers any faster.I nodded when I was supposed to.I
smirked when I needed to.I complimented when the timing was right.Then... I'd send
them to hell after giving them nothing but heaven.I should've felt guilt.I didn't.Because I
was good at what I did.Making people believe what I wanted them to was an art I
perfected. In a world where nothing mattered but staying at the top, I made sure no one
slipped through my fingers.Except for her. She was gorgeous.One might say she was
the female version of me.I lost her once.I wouldn't lose twice.Now was the time... To let
the games begin. Full length Standalone Romantic Suspense Novel
The Wager Rachel Van Dyken 2013-10-01 From the author of the #1 New York Times
bestseller, The Bet The Wager Lose a bet, lose your heart... What is it about a juniorhigh crush that can send an otherwise intelligent woman into a tailspin? TV reporter
Char Lynn wishes she knew. Jake Titus is too rich, too handsome, too arrogant: a
trifecta that once lured Char into the best night-and worst morning-after-of her life. Now
they've been thrown together in a wedding party. It's awkward, but survivable . . . until
Jake stops acting like a jerk, and starts acting like the man she'd always hoped he
could be. If watching your brother marry your best friend is weird, being attracted to
your best friend's other best friend is downright bizarre. Unfortunately for Jake, Char
hasn't forgotten how he once tossed her aside. Worse still, Jake's already-nutty
grandma is even crazier about Char. Cue meet-cute shenanigans and all manner of

meddling, and somehow, Jake's falling. For Char. Now all he has to do is make her
believe it . . .
Summer Heat Rachel Van Dyken 2019-08-04 A sexy three book enemies to lovers
romance with a dirty dancing twist! Spoiled Princess is what he used to call me.We
were an inferno of hate and passion wound up with a dash of chaos.For four years I
watched him mow my lawn.For four years I watched my friends make fun of him.For
four years I hated myself for wanting him, but even more for the way I treated him.And
then I had him.For one night, we put all labels away and I spent the best night of my life
in his arms.Then the next day, with my secret night under lock and key, I looked the
other way while my friends shamed him.But now the jokes on me, because the scrawny
lawn boy who I secretly loved from afar is now the director of Hollywood's most
exclusive summer camp.And I'm on his staff.Now it's his turn to punish me.His turn to
make me pay.His turn to take his revenge after years of humiliation.He's no longer a
boy you can ridicule.But a college graduate who can have any woman he wants.I want
him to look at me the way he did that one night we had together, but right nowthe look
in his eyes tells me he's going to enjoy having me under him for two straight months.I
don't know where his hatred ends, his passion begins.All I know is he wants
revenge.And I'm his lucky target.
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